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Smith's speech highlights commencement
By Graham Womack
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

D A N GONZALES/MUSTANG DAILY

A group of architecture graduates sit in M u stan g Stadium during their commencement ceremony on
the m orning of June 14. About 3,530 students graduated and about 20,00 people were in attendance.

In front of about 3,530 graduates,
their families and guests, Cal Poly
alumni and Hall of Fame shortstop
OsKime Eitrl “Ozzie” Smith raised the
bar interest for commencement speech
es.
Smith gave well-received, different
orations to Kith the morning and afterntxm crowds June 14 at Mustang
Stadium.
His morning speech offered a formu
la for success to engineering, architec
ture and agriculture students. In the
aftemixin. Smith urged business, liberal
arts and science and mathematic schol
ars to continually strive for excellence.
Afterwards, he said he wasn’t aware
prior of the colleges attending each cer
emony and he didn’t cater his messages
toward any specific major. Smith just
said he knew he had to give two origi
nal speeches.
“It was two different graduating
classes so I felt that it was important to
have two different speeches,’’ Smith
said following the aftemixm ceremony.
“1 just felt that it was part of my respon
sibility.”
In his first speech. Smith spoke of
meeting Walt Disney, who taught him
a formula for success: knowing one’s self
and convictions, believing in one’s .self,
dreaming and daring to make dreams
reality.
Smith urged graduates to accept the
formula, saying it created passion in
him, a key to his success.

“W ith passion, you are empow
ered,” Smith said. “Without passion,
you are overpcwered.”
Six hours later, in the aftemcxm.
Smith lauded the value of hard work
;md seizing “margins of greatness.” He
called luck little more than a combina
tion of circumstances ripe to a wellfcKused individual. At the .same time.
Smith de.scribed the “plethora of peo
ple” unwilling to ever seize opportunity.
“In their malaise, they become stuck
in a pit of complacency,” Smith said.
“They give up chasing rainKiws and
desert the dreams of greatness that all of
us once embraced. However, that is not
the way to live. Accepting medicx:rity is
a spiritual and mental disease that can
wreak havcx: uptin one’s life.”
Smith also received an honorary
l\Ktor of Humane Letters from
President Warren Baker. Ektker cited
Smith’s achievements as an “athlete,
media professional, civic leader, out
standing humanitarian and benefac
tor.”
Smith was humble though after he
first nxik the stage, following Baker’s
remarks.
“Who would have thought 28 years
ago that I’d be standing here with the
opportunity to present a commence
ment address.^’ Smith said. “There are
probably a few professt>rs who are turn
ing over in their graves right now or at
least banging their fists against the walls
of a care center somewhere.”

see SMITH, page 2

Bookstore takes heat for Two cars collide on Perimeter
gender-specific displays
By Grant Shellen
MUSTANG DAILY CONTRIBUTOR

A display at the downtown
Barnes iSi N oble bookstore has
come under fire for allegedly rein
forcing negative, sexist stereotypes.
T he Cal Poly W omen’s C enter
circulated a petition asking the
store’s management to remove two
book displays labeled “Bargains just
for Boys” and “Bargains just for
G irls.”
T he "Just for Boys” side included
titles such as “How Things W ork,”

“My First Big BtxTk of Questions &
Answers: Things That G o,” “Earth
6i Space,” “Rescue Vehicles” and
“Tanks
and
other
Fighting
M achines.”
T he “Just For Girls” side includ
ed “Ballerina Belle,” a “Party G irl”
book and accessory set, a “How to
be a little Princess” book and acces
sory set and a diary with pictures of
ballet shoes and ballerinas on the
cover.
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see BARNES, page 2

Committee looks at
sound policies for campus
By Allison Terry

excessive noise.
A committee has been working

MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

for about a year to adapt policy lan
Administration officials are get
ting closer to setting a standard

for the

management of sound policy for Cal

events that will take place in the

Poly.
A sound policy would implement
guidelines for outdoor events at the
university,

which

could

create

BRIAN KENT/MUSTANG DAILY

guage and set up specific regulations
university

and outdoor

future.
“There has been correspondence

see NOISE, page 7

Two cars collidad on Pcrimatar Road outside the Foundation Building at about noon Monday. One
of the cars, which only held a driver, was traveling east and veered into the other lane running
head>on Into a w e s t-b ^ n d car, which carried three people. None of those involved were serious
ly injured, but three were taken to the hospital as a precaution. The University Police Department
Is still looking for causes of the accident.
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Graduates say good-bye to college life, Cal Poly
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However graduates reverently
praised Smith, after each ceremony for
his speech.
“It was awestime," child development graduate Megan Missler said fol
lowing the aftemtKin ceremony. “He’s a
legend and it was amazing to hear him
speak to us. He’s really inspirational.”
Architecture
graduate Francis
Czemer praised Smith after the morn
ing ceremonies for rising above other
t ; k u !
speakers with his address.
- 'S ' ' »<- * “He seemed to have a little more
heart behind his,” Czemer said.
Missler called Smith’s speech the
peak of graduation.
“Everybody’s been waiting for that,”
Missler said. “1 know my boyfriend was
SC7excited to come, just because [Smith]
was going to be here.”
On the other hand, journalism grad
uate Navid Niakan called Smith’s
speech “cool,” but not graduation’s pin
nacle.
“The best part of the ceremony I
thought was the flip by Jake Parnell,”
Niakan said.
Indeed, the outgoing ASI President
and Dairy Science graduate Parnell
shocked the afternoon audience and
even Smith, by stripping off his cap and
D A N GONZALES/MUSTANG DAILY
gown at the end of his own sp>eech, run
Three landscape architecture graduates wave to fam ily and friends in the crowd.The students dec ning from stage and executing a wild
orated their caps with Astroturf and wore leis. Som e students held signs and stood on their chairs.
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see SMITH

Poly makes attempts to be
more environmentally friendly
By Dale Q uinn
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

T he increase of human demands
on the earth’s ecosystems led
Associated Students, Inc. and the
Academic Senate to recently pass
resolutions
urging
President
Warren Baker to sign a declaration
that would commit C al Poly to
environmentally sustainable prac
tices.
T h e Talloires D eclaration has
been signed by 299 university pres
idents world-wide and more than
100 in the U nited States and
Canada, according to the assticiation of university leaders for a sus
tainable future Web site. Brown
University in Rhode Island, the
University of Colorado at Boulder
and the University of California,
Santa Barbara are included in those
that have joined the declaration.
Associate Provost Linda Dalton
expressed one of the reasons she
supports this document.
“The value of joining other uni
versities is to express a com m it
ment to the goals that Talloires
represents,” Dalton said.
In its text the declaration
expresses concern for the extraordi
nary scale of pollution and the
rapid depletion of natural re.sources
by industrialized societies. It also
indicates that universities play an
important role in reversing these
trends.
She said in many respects Cal
Poly already exhibits environm en
tal consciousness and signing the
document will “make what we
already do more visible.”

The
10-point
declaration
includes provisions that seek to
increase awareness about sustain
able development, educate students
about environmental responsibility
and create a committee to inform
other universities of progress in
executing the declaration.
Former A SI president and psy
chology senior A ngie Hacker
helped to create initial awareness
in the document. C al Poly’s posi
tion as a trend-setter in the C SU
system and the importance of envi
ronm ental awareness encouraged
her to lend her support.
“T h e university plays a big role
for modeling things for students
before they enter the real world,”
she said. All students should be
exposed to these issues before leav
ing the institution,” she said.
She and other members of the
campus community presented the
Talloires Declaration to Baker last
spring.
Baker chose not to sign the dec
laration at that time because of var
ious issues he wanted the Academic
Senate to address it, executive pres
idential assistant Dan HowardGreene said. T he document refers
to instructing all students in envi
ronmental responsibility and deci
sions that affect curriculum are to
he made by the faculty not the pres
ident, he said.
“Beyond that, the president in a
memo made a clear statement that
the values of sustainability are very
consistent with values present in
the Master Plan," Howard-Greene
said.
In his memo. President Baker

indicated he was also hesitant to
create a com m ittee to monitor
environm ental issues on campus
when a group of faculty, staff and
students. C al
Poly’s Campus
Sustainability
In itiativ e,
has
already fulfilled this. Such a com 
mittee might separate environm en
tal sustainable practices from the
rest of the campus. Baker wrote in
the memo.
T he president also did not want
to sign the document and not fol
low through with the provisions,
Howard-Greene said.
“T he declaration really is very
comprehensive and detailed. As we
continue to review it, we will assess
Cal Poly’s readiness to comply with
the full aspects of the resolution,”
Howard-Greene said.
M athem atics professor Harvey
Greenwald further emphasized the
reasons why Baker held off on sign
ing the declaration.
“There are two provisions that
talk to curricular issues and he
wanted to make sure the faculty
concurred before he went ahead
with it,” he said.
Currently the Academic Senate
has passed a resolution drafted by
English professor Steven Marx that
may provide the faculty support
Baker requested. As a legislative
body it is assumed the senate repre
sentatives consulted with their
constituencies and that the resolu
tion represents the views of the fac
ulty in general, Greenwald said.
W ith help from Hacker, ASI rep
resentative Kelly Sheehan drafted a

see ENVIRONMENT, page 7
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Barnes & N oble’s corporate
offices. She said she felt the dis
plays play off of “stereotypical
continued from page 1
gender roles for kids” that are not
accurate.
Tracee Johnson, a political sci
“Barnes & N oble, a huge
ence junior, said she heard about national corporation, is just turn
the displays from women’s studies ing right around and reinforcing
classm ate Erin Murphy, a bio  these stereotypes,” she said. “I
chemistry senior and Barnes &. think most people don’t realize
Noble employee. Murphy said she this is inappropriate. Especially for
did not want to comment on the kids, we cling to this idea of gen
issue, but that the displays were der roles.”
still up as of Monday, June 2.
Margaret Berrio, a psychology
“(T he displays) just feed into and child development professor
stereotypes that women aren’t at Cal Poly, said displays like those
supposed to grow up to be some at Barnes &. Noble put artificial
one who thinks about things,” constraints on children’s poten
Johnson said. “It really bothers me tial.
because you’d think in the year
“Children are organizing their
2003 we could get over the social brains when they’re little," Berrio
stigma.”
said. “They’re looking for stereo
D istrict
manager
Donna types, because they’re dualistic.
McCune said the display had been T hey’re really trying to differenti
changed as of June 6 and a gener ate themselves [from other ch il
ic “Just for Kids” display replaced dren].”
the gender-specific ones. She said
She said children should have
she was not sure whether the pre the idea that men and women are
vious displays were required by physically different, but that dif
corporate management or volun ferences in tastes and interests
tarily put up by the local store’s should he considered human char
operators. Representatives at the acteristics not associated with
national headquarters in New either gender.
York could not be reached.
Young boys and girls are equally
Either way, she said, they were interested in a variety of activi
probably designed based on popu ties, unless social conditioning
larity among each gender.
teaches them otherwise. Berrio
“C ertain types of books attract a said this concept is illustrated by
specific
gender
audience,” the children at Cal Poly’s
McCune said. “W e’re not trying to preschool, of which she is the
make a statem ent.”
director.
Members of a hook club brought
“T he girls...are brave, active
pictures of the display to the Cal and interested in everything," she
Poly W om en’s C enter, student said. “We have lots of padlocks
supervisor and English senior and gears and screws and the girls
Haley Myers said. T he club circu are just as interested in finding out
lated
the
petition
during how these things work as the boys.
ReMEmbcr Week, a sexual assault The boys here love to cook, and
awareness program sponsored by we encourage them to be gentle.”
the center. Myers said supporters
Myers said the displays were
filled four pages with signatures,
see BARNES page 7
and the petition was sent to

barnes
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yourself repairs.
after a clash with county leaders
It can fix many of its genes on its over his upcoming book about the
own, rather than using the standard investigation of the WashingtonRumsfeld dow nplays resis
technique that involves coopera area sniper shootings.
tance In Iraq
tion between chromosomes.
Moose’s attorney, Ron Karp, read
W ASHIN GTON — American
That ability may help keep the Y a statement from Moose that said
forces in Iraq are “rooting out pock
chromosome from rotting away over the chief made the decision to
ets of dead-enders” who are loyal to
millions of years of evolution. And resign and that it is time “to move
Saddam Hussein and who have
the discovery might just bring some on and explore other paths in life.”
been launching deadly attacks
respect to a hunk of DNA that has
Moose’s statement said he didn’t
against U .S. soldiers, Defense
been called the Rodney Dangerfield want to dwell on the past and
Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld said
of genetics.
prefers to “focus on the future.”
Wednesday.
“It now looks like Y chromo Moose said he had worked to make
His comments followed those of
somes really have a big trick up Montgomery County a “safe and
Maj. Gen. Ray Odierno, who said
their sleeves,” said David Page of secure place to live.”
troops are making progress against
He
also
thanked
County
the
W hitehead
Institute for
Iraqi resistance and asserted that
Biomedical Research in Cambridge, Executive Douglas Duncan for sup
the recent increase in U.S. casual
Mass.
porting his desire to write the book
ties is “militarily insignificant.”
The gene-fixing technique was and appeal the commission’s deci
Asked at Pentagon press confer
already known to happen occasion sion. Duncan said in a statement
ence about the Iraqi resistance, ally in humans, but the surprise is that he had accepted Moose’s resig
Rumsfeld described it as “small ele that the Y chromosome has elevat nation “with disappointment and
ments” of 10 to 20 people, not ed it to standard operating proce regret.”
“large military formations” or large dure.
Montgomery County police
networks of attackers.
spokeswoman
Joyce Utter referred
The work by scientists at the
“Pockets of dead-enders are try W hitehead Institute and the all questions to Duncan’s office.
ing to reconstitute. Gen. (Tommy) Washington University School of
Franks and his team are rooting Medicine in St. Louis appears in
them out,” Rumsfeld said, referring Thursday’s issue of the journal
to the U .S. commanders in Iraq.
Nature. It is the first comprehensive Alleged leader of the 'Real IRA'
He said there “is a little debate” and detailed analysis of the genetic goes on trial In Ireland
in the administration over whether code of the Y chromosome.
DUBLIN, Ireland — The alleged
there is any central control to the
The work is “a landmark for the founder of a breakaway Irish
resistance, which officials say is history of sex determ ination,” Republican Army group pleaded
coming from Saddam’s former declared Dr. Francis S. Collins, inncKent Wednesday to terrorism
Baath Party, Fedayeen paramilitary director of the National Human charges that prosecutors vowed to
and other loyalists.
Genome Research Institute.
prove with key testimony from an
informant recruited by the FBI.
Y chrom osom e fixes its own
M aryland police chief, w ho led
Michael McKevitt, 53, is accused
genes, study finds
sniper investigation, quits
of “directing terrorism,” the first
Proving perhaps that nature has a after clashing over book plans
time the charge has been used in
sense of humor, scientists have dis
RO CK VILLE,
Md.
— Ireland. He could face life in prison
covered that the Y chromosome has Montgomery County Police Chief if convicted by the three-judge
a remarkable ability to make do-it- Charles Mcwse resigned Wednesday panel.

NationalBriefs
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McKevitt is the alleged former
commander of the Real IRA, a
small outlawed group founded in
1997 that opposes the Northern
Ireland peace process.
The Real IRA claimed responsi
bility for the bloodiest act of terror
in the history of the Northern
Ireland: a 1998 car bomb in Omagh
that killed 29 people and wounded
more than 300.
McKevitt, a thin, balding man in
wire-frame glasses, listened intently
to the proceedings while police
guards kept watch over him.
The prosecution’s star witness,
David Rupert, is expected to begin
testifying Monday. T he trial is
expected to last six weeks.

Palestinian premier meets mil
itant grou ps to press for truce
GAZA C ITY, Gaza Strip —
Palestinian
Prime
Minister
Mahmoud Abbas called separate
meetings with leaders of the main
Islamic militant groups in Gaza on
Wednesday to persuade them to
stop attacking Israelis.
In a two-hour meeting with
Hamas leaders, Abbas pressed for a
halt to all attacks, but Hamas insist
ed on its right to target Israeli sol
diers and settlers in the West Bank,
said Hamas official Ismail Abu
Shanab.
“We are trying to find a solution
which is good for all of us,” Abu
Shanab said. Islamic jihad leaders
started a meeting with Abbas after
the Hamas leadership left.
Abbas is also proposing a joint
political leadership including the
militant Hamas and Islamic Jihad,
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W H O chief warns SA R S could
reappear; experts say test new
d ru gs now
KUALA LUMPUR, Malaysia Though the spread of SA R S has
been stopped for now, health
experts said Wednesday it was
doubtful the disease could ever be
completely wiped out, and the chief
of the World Health Organization
said there is no guarantee it will not
reappear.
Global
experts
said
that
increased awareness of the dangers
of new diseases should be directed
toward advancing tests on drugs to
more quickly curb the next out
break of SA R S or a future unknown
killer.
Gro Harlem Brundtland, director
general of the World Health
Organization, and some 1,000 med
ical researchers, government offi
cials and health experts are already
thinking of the next big epidemic as
they meet in Kuala Lumpur to share
lessons from the SA R S crisis.
Brundtland told Asst>ciated Press
Television News in an interview
that “we are many steps ahead of
where we were in March” when the
first world alert of the new, pneu
monia-like disease was sounded.
Briefs compiled from The Associated
Press wire service by Summer
Mustang editor in chief Andra Coberly.

Immigrants who registered
with federal government
face deportation
By Deborah Kong

Su m m e r h o u rs:

Abu Shanab said. Such a joint lead
ership would be headed by
Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat and
operate under the umbrella of the
PLO, according to the official
Palestine Media Center.
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SAN FRA N C ISC O — Esam
Jalboush said gtxxlbye to his three
brothers and the life he’d built over 15
years in the United States and headed
north to Canada.
But Mohamed Cherif is vowing to
fight to stay with his wife and baby son
Youssef, who was bom in Fairfield,
Calif, just a month ago.
TTie two men are among the
144,(X)0 mostly Middle Eastern men
who have registered with federal
authorities since last fall, when offi
cials began a program to keep better
track of visitors from 25 countries con
sidered high risks for terrorist activi
ties.
Like about 13,000 others believed
to be in the country illegally, Jalboush
and Cherif received notices to appear
at immigration hearings, which could
lead to depKTitation. Some, like Cherif,
hope to remain. Others, like Jalboush,
are choosing to leave a country they
say no longer respects their rights.
“I don’t want to be living stimewhere where I’m discriminated
against,” said JalbtTush, who was load
ing a television, VCR and other
belongings into his car as he prepared
to move last week. “I feel like I have
no pride or rights here.”
Immigrant adv(x:ates and lawyers
say the registration program and
deportations unfairly target Middle
Ea.stem and Muslim men and do little
to protect the nation against attacks
because tenorists would probably not
register.

“Instead of automatically viewing
noncitizens with suspicion, the admin
istration should ftxus its resources on
investigating and apprehending those
who intend to commit acts of terror
ism,” said Jayashri Srikantiah, staff
attorney for the American Civil
Liberties
Union
of
Northern
California. “The government must
stop targeting inmxent people based
on their ethnicity and religion.”
But Carl Rusnok, a spokesman for
Immigration
and
Customs
Enforcement, said the program can
help identify terrorists. “The reason we
chose those particular countries is
because those countries are the ones
where Al Qaeda was most active,” he
said.
As JalKiush packed the last of his
possessions in his small studio apart
ment, he reflected on how his depar
ture is a far cry from the dreams he had
when he arrived 15 years ago.
A Palestinian who grew up in
crowded refugee camps in Jordan,
Jalboush hoped to “live a normal life,
starting with going to school and end
ing with having a career” in the
United States.
“1 came here thinking now I have a
real opportunity to create a future and
to get out of the reffigee camp,” said
JalKiush, 34.
He earned a bachelor’s degree in
economics
at
Sonoma
State
University, putting himself through
schixil by driving a taxi. For the last
two years, he was a supermarket man
ager, and eventually hoped to own a
store of his own. He planned on buy
ing a house, raising a family.
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Behind the scenes with Farmers Market puppeteer
By Jenni M intz
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

It is a rare moment when a large
group of children sit quietly, leaning
forward, eyes widening with antici
pation, enthralled by the world of
make believe.
Creator of this magical world,
puppeteer Don Wallis is one of few
who have this effect on children.
Professional artist, performer, and
writer, Wallis said he has enjoyed
seeing the twinkle in people’s eyes
since he started in the theater busi
ness 40 years ago. Today, Wallis usu
ally does 360 to 380 shows per year.
“I’m really good at doing each
show from my heart, hut about every
three months 1 need a wake-up call
to get into it deeper,” Wallis said. “I
have to remember that I’m doing
the show for me as well as other
people, and to just play and enjoy
it.”
Farmers Market, where most peo
ple refer to Wallis as “the puppet
guy,” wouldn’t he the same without
him.

“Grandma, you’ve got such sharp
teeth under your snout,” Wallis said
during a Farmers Market presenta
tion. He has performed the story of
Little Red Riding Hood more than
2,000 times throughout his career.

parts may have been a little too
mature for children.
“The children love it,” Adams
said. “As an adult, I think some of it
may he directed to adults as sort of
stupid humor. I think children take
it a lot differently.”
Cal Poly students are not among
a puppeteer is a
Wallis’ most committed viewers.
“I was afraid to stop and watch in
profession, like a doctor or
case the little kids jumped me for
a statesman, university
my milk money,” city and regional
planning freshman Todd Fawleyprofessor, or lawyer.
King said. “If there were adult or
Don Wallis N C-17 themes discussed, or if they
puppeteer went on a bashing spree of our ille
gitimate government, of its moronic
but the children don’t know this. To policies, then I’d be a lot more like
them, the story is fresh and exciting. ly to go.”
Four-year-old Carolyn was one of
Biology
freshman
Lauren
the many children on edge, waiting DiMaggio said she never stopped to
for the plot to unfold.
watch the show because it is geared
“My favorite part was when the toward children.
wolf couldn’t see in the blinds,”
“It seems really popular among
Carolyn said.
little kids,” DiMaggio said.
C arolyn’s grandmother, Elaine
Although Wallis primarily targets
Adams, a San Luis Obispo resident, children, there are times when four
said she liked the show, but some or five generations of the same fam

“i/ there were adult or N C-17 themes discussed, or if
they went on a bashing spree o f our illegitimate govern
ment, o f its moronic policies, then Vd he more pressed
to go.”
Todd Fawley-King

“Being

”

city and regional planning freshman
ily are watching his shows. He said
he also enjoys performing for inter
national audiences, and has toured
France, Germany and Austria.
Wallis works 12 to 16 hours a day,
puppeteering, writing and acting.
“Being a puppeteer is a profes
sion, like a doctor or statesman, uni
versity professor, or lawyer,” Wallis
said. “Most of our parents cautioned
us not to go into the arts because we
can’t make a living. Only one per
cent makes money and are success
ful. I like sharing it with people that
my puppeteer job supports me.”
W hen W allis started in show
business 40 years ago and the puppet
business 20 years ago, he still had a

long way to go.
“It takes years to get your name
out there,” Wallis said. “It is very
difficult to make a living in art right
outside of college. I stuck with it
because it was the only place where
I could encounter my feelings.”
W allis’ role models include the
hobo clown Emmett Kelly, Marcel
Marceau and Red Skelton.
“They were able to be childlike
and to entertain people of all ages,”
Wallis said. “1 have learned things
from all three of those people...how
to be silly, simple, self disciplined,
humble, how to be warm with other
human beings, and how to be a mas
ter artist.”

In Britain, housework makes for hot reality TV
By Lynn Elber
AP TELEVISION WRITER

LONIX3N — Ehenezer ScrotTge
received his bleak vision of an unretormed future from Marley’s ghost.
Am erican television viewers
curious about reality programs that
may he headed their way have the
specter of current British television
to ponder.
Is there a chance very British
shows about housework, dinner par
ties and parachuting celebrities
could end up as U .S. hits?
In the reality genre, overseas pro
ducers are the couturiers creating
designs that Am erican networks
rush to knock off. There are home
grown efforts such as “T h e
Bachelor,” hut “W ho Wants to Be a
M illionaire,”
“Survivor,”
“American Idol” and others have
foreign roots.
And the creativity here is
unchecked, with new shows emerg
ing at a rapid pace.
“Everybody’s predicting it’s going
to peak. So far, it hasn’t,” said
Jessica Hodgson, a reporter cover
ing television for the Evening
Standard newspaper. “W hat’s begin
ning to happen is that people are
beginning to be a bit more selective
in their choice of reality shows.”
So what’s popular in England
now?
Not the saucy dating shows such
as “For Love or M oney” and
“Cupid” inundating summer televi
sion in America.
Turns out the British are enam
ored with cleaning, not cleavage.
T he latest success is “How Clean is
Your House?” in which two fastidi
ous women pass judgment on

domestic sanitation.
Magazine
editor
Aggie
M acKensie is joined by Kim
Woodhurn, who works as a sheik’s
housekeeper and is tough as steel
wool.
“1 think people are just filthy
buggers, actually,” Woodhurn said
as she confronted a substandard
homemaker. “I’m not a psychoana
lyst. You’re either clean or you’re
not. It’s not a class issue.”
She was quoted in a London
newspaper. T he Guardian, which
brought the duo in to assess internal
janitorial efforts (rating: dismal).
Marveling at the show’s success, the
paper noted that the pursuit of
shiny sinks makes “an unlikely spec
tator sport.”
Hodgson concurs. “1 just thought
it would be too dowdy. It’s actually
been quite a hit of a surprise h it.”
The program quickly earned a
spot in the “Everyone’s talking
about” section of a cultural yard
stick, Heat magazine. Dusting, at
least in England, is a sexy subject.
A nother audience-pleaser is
“T he Dinner Party Inspectors,” fea
turing what Hodgson describes as
“two posh, middle-aged women”
who offer a running commentary
while spying on social gatherings by
closed-circuit television.
An upcoming program is “Drop
the Celebrity,” in which a planeload
of moderately well-known people
must relate convincing tales of their
fame or risk being shoved out the
door at 12,(X)0 feet. A parachute is
provided.
“Would you like to throw a
celebrity out of a moving plane?”
read a cheerful online solicitation
for audience members.

It’s a variation on “I ’m a
Celebrity, G et Me Out of H ere!” a
show that qualified as a hit in
Britain with an audience of 12 mil
lion to 14 million viewers.
A U .S. version didn’t fare as well,
and savvy reality T V producer Ben
Silverman is convinced that “Drop
the Celebrity” would take a belly
flop in America.
“T he Brits love a loser, and we
don’t embrace the ‘B ’ celebrities
they way they do,” said Silverman.
“They have a whole infrastructure
o f tabloids that celebrate ‘B ’
celebrities ... We just don’t care in
Am erica.”
Julia
Roberts
and
George
Clooney on “I’m a Celebrity, G et
Me Out of H ere!” would be a differ
ent story.
“America loves a winner,” said
Silverman, who knows about evalu
ating and tweaking programs for
import. As former head of William
Morris Agency’s international pack
aging division, he brought shows
including “W ho W ants to Be a
M illionaire" and “Weakest Link” to
America.
Silverman’s producing a reality
show for N BC , “T he Restaurant,”
which debuts July 20 and follows
the creation and operation of a
Manhattan eatery. It’s influenced by
a British format, the “docusoap,”
which films real people in real set
tings.
“But they don’t influence the
environment as much as we do,”
Silverman said. “W hat we did is
blow it up, give it scale, put it in the
hottest city in the world, with the
sexiest staff and cast.”
T h a t’s reality TV, Am erican
style. Not a mop in sight.
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Marilyn M anson new CD gets'G rote sq u e /again
By Zach Lee
THE DAILY COUGAR (U. HOUSTON)

H O U ST O N — W ith his
breakaway album “A ntichrist
Superstar” in 1996, Marilyn
Manson introduced his satanic
lyrics and hard guitar riffs to
Am erican homes. He terrified
suburban parents and was blamed
for inspiring kids to do horrible
things, including the shooting at
Colum bine High Sch ool in
Colorado.
O f course, as an ordained min
ister in the Church of Satan, he
knew what he was getting into.
He’s often been called a shockrocker, but right now, the king of
shock, Eminem, is hip-hop’s bad
boy. So Manson has been getting
less hate-mail from soccer moms,
and the release of his latest
album, “T h e G olden Age of
Grotesque,” was somewhat in the
background of popular music.
W hile it is a strong effort,
nothing about it is particularly
shocking. T h e booklet art is
nothing but pictures of Manson
with metal teeth and different
combinations of black and white

makeup. T h e
lyrics are the
usual
self,
,.
loathing,
no
one understands
me” screams for
help that nave
become
stan-

The lyvics are the usual
seLTioatnnn
2 no one
•'
®
UndeTStands me screams
fQjf^^Ve beCOmC
i

«

,

enough to yell
along with. All
in all, this is
great music to
play really loud.

at the world, let
M arilyn
give
you
some
scream therapy.
Manson fans
are more diverse
than the pale kids who wear all
black and fishnet. Preppies,
punks, jocks and goths alike are
drawn to the powerful distortion
and those who already enjoy
Manson’s music won’t be disap
pointed. Manson stays true to his
signature style in everything from
his face-paint to his art, so those
who haven’t liked him so far
probably won’t sudden belief
notwithstanding, fans of Marily
join his fan club.
There’s no question that the
fans will be happy. Those who are
intrigued by M anson’s sound
might be pushed far enough to
buy the album, but there’s noth
ing on it to bring in masses of the
uninitiated.
••

-Vi

i

Standard and unoriginal
in goth^rock.

dard and unoriginal in gothrock.
Manson says
it him self on the album.
“Everything has been said before/
There’s nothing left to say any
more/ W hen it’s all the same/ You
can ask for it by name.”
“(s)A lN T ” has a slight sem
blance of wordplay, but the rest of
the album can be lumped in with
the majority of Manson’s work.
“m O BSC EN E,” “Ka-boom Kaboom” and “Better of Two Evils”
can all stand as representations of
Manson’s career. “Use Your Fist
and Not Your Mouth” has catchy
guitars and demands that the lis
tener sing along with this black
collar song.
The heavy guitars and elec
tronic touches sound best at high
volume, and the lyrics are easy

COURTESY PHOTO

Marilyn Manson, known for his satanic lyrics and odd costume choices,
recently cam e out with his newest album , "The G olden A ge of
Grotesque." Although his past records carried a powerful punch, this one
doesn't seem to be high on the thriil factor. As reviewer Zach Lee said,
expect more of the same.

Louisa's Place offers diners 1950s charm in
the heart of downtown San Luis Obispo
By Samantha Weeks

meals. The prices range from $5 to
$10 a plate. Some of their special
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
ties are biscuits prepared from
Slightly buried on Higuera scratch, more than 20 variations of
Street, across from C al Poly omelets, a qumber of burgers, sand
Downtown, is a humble eatery for wiches, and fresh from the garden
breakfast and lunch called Louisa’s salads. Louisa’s Place also offers a
Place.
handful of M exican enrrées and
Named after the original owner, classic desserts. The food is simplisLouisa Web, it has
______________________________
___________________ tic in style
been run for the ^
and not too
past 10 to 12 years “It’s Tiot like Starbucks and greasy. There
is plenty of
by Christy Sweeny,
different feel tO
and more recently
,
i i- i
food provided
by C h risty ’s son. Other establishments
but
the
Scott.
amount is not
because it is family run.
Tire restaurant is
v e r w h e lm 
You never know who you oing.
located in a prime
A few
area of San Luis are going to meet. It's a
changes
on
the
new
menu
Obispo. Numerous
p l a c e CO be because
retail shops that .
,
,
cater to ch il
capture the new and the regulars become your
dren with a
old appeal o f the fricnds."
wider selec
city
surround
tion of d eli
Sam Romero cious options.
Louisa’s. Inside, the
atmosphere
is
server
S u n da y
relaxed and friendly.
tends to be
The deep red vinyl seat covers and the busiest day for the restaurant,
diner ambiance add to its 1950s but the service is quick and friend
charm. Louisa’s Place is like taking ly. The wait on Sunday can be
a step into the past. Patrons almost about an hour, but during the week.
forget that directly outside is one of it is easy to be seated immediately.
San Luis Obispo’s busiest streets.
Overall, Louisa’s Place has a small
T h e menu has recently been staff that is efficient, welcoming
changed and includes a variety of and energetic. T he servers are
appetizing homemade Am erican prompt on refills and checking on

\
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Fu rn ish ed B e d ro o m & Both
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A M o n th
781-6711

* Downtown San Luis Obispo ■
Fremont Theatre 541-2141
IN THE BIG FREMONT

H U L K (P ai.)

FrI-Thur 1:00 5KX>4:00 7:00 10:00
*FROM JUSTIN TO KELLY (PG)
Frt-Thur 1200 200 400 600 800 10O0

I DUMB AND DUM BERER (PO-i3) |
Frt-TNx 12:30 2:45 5:15 7:45 10:15

RUGRATS GO WILD (PQ)
Fti-TNir 11 45 200 4:15 6:45 900

Downtown Centre Cinema
546-8600
PHOTOS BY BRIAN KENT/MUSTANG DAILY

*ALEX&EMMA(PQ-13)
Frt-Thor 12:15 2:45 5:15 7:45 10O0

(Above) Diners at Louisa's Place have a partial view of the kitchen
from the stools that line the countertop. (Below) Vicky Wolf and
Robert Gurrola eat lunch. Gurrola tries to make it to Louisa's for
lunch once a week.
the quality of the food.
“It’s not like Starbucks and it
has a different feel to other estab
lishments because it is family run,”
said Sam Rom ero, a server at
Louisa’s. “You never know who you
are going to meet. It’s a great place
to be because the regulars become
your friends.”
There is a mix of customers that
come through
Louisa’s doors
including young and old, as well as
families and couples. Louisa’s
brings in local business employees,
soldiers, students, homeless and
stay-at-home parents.
The kitchen is fairly open and

adds to the trust factor the staff
provides. Everything is created
almost directly in front of the cus
tomers.
“1 have been coming to Louisa’s
Place almost every day for the past
four years,” said Fern Johnson, a
Louisa’s Place regular. “There is
warmth given off by the employees
to the patrons that other restau
rants in the area do not have.”
Johnson said the restaurant is a
fantastic place to have breakfast
because of the food, atmosphere
and friendly waitresses.
Louisa’s is open from 6 a.m. to
3p.m. seven days a week.

^HOLLYWOOD HOMICIDE (PO-13) j
Fri-Thuf 11:45 2:15 4:45 7:15 9:45

2 FAST 2 FURIOUS (PO-i3)
Fri-Thor 1:30 4:15 7 0 0 9:50

ON 2 SC REEN S!!
FINDING NEMO(Q)
iFri-Thur 12:00 1:15 2:30 3:45 5:00 6:15 9 :0 0 1

BRU CE ALMIGHTY (PO-13)
Frt-Thur 12:30 3:00 5:25 8:00 10:30

THE MATRIX RELOADED (R)
Frl-Thur7:15 10:15

THE ITALIAN

J 0 B (P Q -1 3 )

Fti-Thur 1 00 4:00 6:45 9:30
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despite the largest demonstrations in human his
On May 21 at approximately 3:45 p.m., I, tory, and despite absence of evidence of WMD
along with the hard-working employees at Lucy’s and Iraqi links to Al-Quaeda and all this while
Too, were the victims of a heinous crime: our economy is rapidly failing. Yet, within the
smoothie poaching. As 1 waited at a table not too USA, people are mortified to discuss such things.
If people are unable to discuss such things
far from the window for my Rexy’s, 1 heard that
my refreshment was ready. Before 1 could finish because they fear being branded witches, commu
reading another stellar article in Mustang Daily, 1 nists, terrorists, or whatever bad guy label is in
noticed a man grab the Rexy’s on the windowsill. vogue at the time, then our nation will be
He jogged off, hut 1 noticed that he was not in doomed during our own lives. Such a thing
line before or after me. As patrons who ordered would most certainly be an example of history
after me got their smoothies, 1 asked if another repeating itself. If only we had learned 50 years
Rexy’s was on its way. There was not. 1 reported ago.
the criminal activity to the Lucy’s Too crew, and
my order was filled once again. They did so with Erik Buchholz is a computer science graduate
out complaint, though I sensed that they, too, student and a UCSD political science graduate
were filled with disgust. To the who that stole specializing in Cold War and Middle Eastern
that smoothie, 1 hope that you have enjoyed your Affairs.
freebie. Rest assured that the staff of Lucy’s Too
will beat you savagely when they unleash justice Editor,
In case you hadn’t noticed, “Dead Week” is
upon you.
probably a myth.
Now it’s true that some colleges and universi
Eric Ng is a business senior.
ties, in order to give students a week to prepare
for
exams, have a “dead” week between the last
Editor,
agree with you on the topic of cell phones week of classes and final exams. And some
(“Cell phone etiquette and turning down dates,” schools may have a policy that limits the presen
May 30). Do these people not want to get AWAY tation of new materials or assignments during the
from all this stuff? And who hasn’t wanted to sim last week of classes. But other than the final exam
ply lean on the horn as we follow someone dri schedule (which, by the way, states “One-unit
ving slowly and talking on their phone? (And classes will hold their exam the last meeting of
they ALWAYS drive slowly, or at least weave the class ...“) that restricts exams for lecture class
es only. Cal Poly neither limits quizzes or exams
around randomly.)
My perstmal favorite “cell-phone-in-public, in activities or laboratory classes nor restricts
spilling-personal-life story” took place in Vons a assignments given or due during the last week of
couple of years ago. Apparently, a woman had just classes.
TTie extent to which some students in the 10th
broken up with her boyfriend and went shopping.
week
lethally abuse themselves with futile last
She had pretty well filled her cart as she went up
and down the aisles crying and telling him stuff minute cramming, 1 suppmse, may result in near
like, “1 can’t believe you said what you did,” and death experiences. But as far as I know, the last
“That really hurts.” We could hear it two aisles week of classes at Cal Poly is anything like a
away. But, of course, we didn’t NEED to hear funeral.

Editor,

1so

that.
And then there was the time at Albertsons
(must be a grcKery thing) where a woman was (1)
checking out, (2) writing a check, and (3) talking
to someone on her cell phone. She was not doing
any ot this fast enough, and 1 had gotten to the
point of wanting to scream at her, “WILL YOU
JU ST W RITE THE F-K IN G CHECK AND
GET O U T OF OUR WAY.^’
Did 1 tell yi>u 1 don’t have a cell plume?
Great column.
Mark Hutchenreuther is a computer science lec
turer.

Editor,
C?ongrarulations, Amanda, in your May 28
opinion piece (“Senate unseal McCarthy manu
scripts — who cares r ) yixj have displayed a truly
astounding level of flippant ignorance.
It is beyond me how anyone can find
McCarthyism irrelevant at a time when people
are arrested and held by the thousands without
charge, telephone, email, and postal communica
tions are monitored withixit judicial warrant, the
“patriot” act is put into effect which makes legal
an American KGB, and do all this while
American citizens still st>mehow believe their asi
nine prattle aKiut being the most free people in
the wt)rld.
Media conglomerates are consolidating and
controlling what people see and hear, forming a
propaganda machine superior to the Nazis’ and
Soviets’. Even in the 1940s we knew smoking
caused cancer yet newspapers and television
refused to publish such information because such
corporate sponsors as Phillip Morris forbade it.
We have a president come to power despite hav
ing NOT won the ptipular vote and starting a war
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Chuck Jennings is the art and design chair.

Editor,
Regarding Randi Bkxk’s June 3 article (“PETA
serves a purpose”), the author recycled several
arguments that PETA likes to use to try to get
people to avoid the “unneeded” killing of ani
mals. In fact, members of PETA encourage vege
tarianism and sometimes veganism to promine
this ideology claiming that eating meat unneces
sarily kills animals fi>r fixxl and that we should all
subsist on wheat and vegetables. One statistic
that doesn’t get mentioned however is that mil
lions of animals are killed every year by wheat
and soybean combined (http://www.wildlifedamagecontrol.com/animalrights/ Ieastharm.htm)
suggesting that based on the least harm principle,
it may in fact be more advantageous for the gen
eral animal population to eat a omnivorous diet
as opposed to a vegan diet. It’s a wonderful
th ou ^ t to strive for a perfect world where every
one is happy and none suffer, but you people need
to get over it. It’s not going to happen aiKl you
better learn to deal with it. Welcome to the real
world.

his hike up against a tree and put his bike-lock
cable around it. Professor Devore happened to
walk by this threat to society and made a point to
let him know about “civil society’’ in an episode
of frill-on yelling about how the student was
destroying the world. TYiat freshman was me, and
after five years of growth and personal develop
ment, 1 found that I value treating other human
beings with respect and dignity, and being a kind
person to be far more important than nit-picking
over small, insignificant rules. I have seen
Professor Devore “in action’’ on a couple other
occasions, and can guarantee his “civil society” is
a place few would want to live in.
Kevin Scheidel is an electrical engineering
senior who has gone on to other horrible crimes
such as driving 1mph over the speed limit.

Editor,
Judging by most of the content in the Mustang
Daily we all need a little more tragedy. Oh, no
hooligans on wheels might accidentally run into
us! We might get scrapes and bruises! People of
the same gender who we don’t know personally
want to get married! The morals of the country
are crumbling around us! The P is too colorful
and no one cares enough to repaint it!
Republicans and Democrats still despise each
other! However will we sleep at night? I’m not
saying that we’re all whiny and nit-picky, it’s just
that we need some perspective. We’re so secure
that we’re getting worked up over little things.
Humans generally need some sort of conflict in
their lives. If you’re middle class, white, and pret
ty much normal there aren’t going to be a lot of
battles to be fought. Let me make a few things
clear. If you’re worried about any sort of injury or
sickness being accidentally inflicted upon you
that you can recover from without medical atten
tion, you’re overreacting. If you’re worried about
homosexuality in any situation that doesn’t
involve you in a prison, you’re overreacting. If
you’re worrietl about the government, you should
be, the government is always sneaking sc>me sort
of evil past the people of this country. If you’re
worried that eventually people will be allowed to
marry animals or siblings, do you honestly think
that any politician would vote to legalize that
kind of thing? So everyone relax and enjoy your
wonderful lives.
James Medina is a business senior.

Dear Shallon Lester,
Good riddance.
Colin Bartolome is a computer science junior.

Editor,

I am writing in response to Amanda Hippe’s
editorial on the use of profanity in the classroom
(What the f—k are teachers thinking.^ June 5). I
question Ms. Hippie when she says that the
“whole point of going to a university” is to “go
into the workplace with the knowledge of how to
manage an office or call some key shots." If that is
the only goal, might 1 recommend Heald Business
College or IT T Tech. The degree we’ll get upon
Andrew Rowe is an aerospace engineering graduating from Poly says the word “University”
graduate.
on it, in fancy calligraphy.
A university is designed to produce educated
Editor,
people. With their education they are supposed
In “Rules must not be violated” (June 4), to be better citizens and people. Managing an
Professor Jay Devore claims following rules is office is past the rigor of a university.
paramount to a “civil society." What about treat
The university also serves as a boiling pot for
ing other human beings with respect? That’s part ideas, including controversial ones. Certainly a
of my idea of “civil society.” A doe-eyed first quar string of angry curses serve no purpose other than
ter freshman here at Poly, once got to class only to offend all in the room. On the other hand, if,
to find all the bike racks full. There were no op>en in the passionate delivery of a lecture, a foul word
bike racks anywhere near, so he decided to lean slips, I will not be bothered. It’s nice to see a little
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emotion added to some rather dry subjects. At
times I’d LOVE to hear even a raised voice when
talking about a differential equation. So thank
your lucky stars that you’re in an environment
with people who care enough about their subjects
to lose the little puritan filter in their speech.
Michael Hiatt is an electrical engineering sopho
more.

Editor,
Marriage is ordained of God between a man
and woman and is essential to His eternal plan.
To claim that marriage is a social corvstruct of
society is a fallacy in itself. The very issue as Nam
Nguyen pointed out lies in the nature of mar
riage.
Society has slowly tainted p>eople’s beliefs
regarding marriage by changing it into a law bind
ing contract, a piece of paper, with legal benefits
and minor implications. Marriage is however a
contract, a compact, a union between a man and
a woman, under the plan of the Almighty. Not
societal influences and laws. We have lost a real
ization of what marriage is. We have lost an
understanding of what marriage stands for and
the requirement of marriage between a man and
a woman.
Prcx:reative powers are reserved for the unifica
tion between a man and a woman. This fact
alone verifies the appropriate union of two peo
ple. Men and women are the perfect complement
to each other in all facets of life.
TYie legal benefits of marriage are a social con
struct, not marriage itself.
On a side note, early Mormons were not polyg
amists because of uneven ratios of women to men.
We believe that this is the last dispiensation of
time and as such must contain a fullness of times,
and because polygamy existed in earlier dispensa
tions, it must also have existed in this dispensa
tion as well.
Should homosexuals be allowed the same legal
benefits as married couples?
Sure. Should they be allowed to enter into the
sacred and eternal covenants of Marriage? No.
Keith Gregory is an electrical engineering fresh
man.

Editor,
Shallon Lester is the best columnist I have
ever seen write for the Daily. 1 have kx)ked for
ward to the Thursday paper every week since she
began. Her column is always highly entertaining,
whether I agree with the message or not. Cal Poly
is drenched in conservatism, with the large
Ag/Business/Engineering school, along with the
large Republican and Campus Crusade groups. I
am not kx>king down on those groups, they are
very respectable. But it is always good to have a
balance. Shallon writes aK^ut things that aren’t
normally talked about, and she makes them com
ical. She mocks them and lets us know it’s ok to
talk about things that society labels taboo. Don’t
most of us talk about that stuff to our roommates
and friends anyway? She has an incredible wit
and a marvellous sense for making the reader feel
like they are having a regular conversation
between friends. I don’t think you could find a
person that could come anywhere near replacing
this gem you have found in the Speech Com.
department. It is such a shame she is graduating.
Even so, I would love to see the Daily run more
articles of Shallon’s. It wouldn’t have to be forev
er, but just let us hold on to her for a little while
longer, she is the bread and butter of the
Thursday issues. Please let her keep writing for us!
Sarah Claspell is a theater and business senior.
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ENVIRONMENT
continued from page 2
resolution to show Baker students
also support the declaration. A
general lack of awareness of envi
ronm ental problems throughout
the student body encouraged her to
draft the resolution, she said.
“It’s better that we educate stu
dents so they get into the mindset
of being earth friendly,” she said.
A Sl passed the resolution and
forwarded it to the presidential
office for review. T he president will
consider both actions from the A Sl
and the Academic Senate before
again making a decision whether or
not to sign the document, HowardGreene said.
Dalton said if Baker signs the
document it would not change the
face of the campus. Both she and
Hacker indicated it would unify
efforts th at have already begun

BARNES 2
continued from page 2
particularly harmful because ch il
dren are not aware of stereotypes.
“W hen you’re a little kid, you
don’t know you can question
things,” she said. “If you’re a little
girl and you see ‘Just for Boys,’ even
if you’re interested in space you
don’t question th at.”
Berrio said she was surprised to
hear about the displays.
“I can’t believe this is still hap
pening,” she said. “W e’ve been
protesting this kind of thing for

“Its better that we educate
students so they get into
the mindset o f being earth
friendly.”
Kelly Sheehan
ASl Representative
throughout campus and provide a
starting point with respect to envi
ronmental accountability.
From the student perspective
Hacker and Sheehan both empha
sized environmental concerns are
essential to those who will graduate
from Cal Poly in the next few years.
As a result it is necessary to create
awareness about these problems
among Cal Poly students, Sheehan
said.
“If we educate people, we might
he able to solve some o f these prob
lems we were left to solve,” she
said.
about 40 years and you think
you’ve got it solved.”
Stores mistakenly think they will
sell more products by targeting boys
or girls directly, she said. Some,
though, have learned that it literal
ly pays to market children’s prod
ucts to all children. Lionel Trains is
one such company, she said.
“A little girl wrote them and
said, “I love trains, but all of your
boxes have pictures of only boys,”’
Berrio said. “They realized, ‘Why
are we cutting out h alf o f our
potential business?’ and now their
boxes have both boys and girls.
T h ey ’ve made more money ever
since th en .”

NOISE
continued from page 1
between Cal Poly and city officials
over the years,” said Linda Dalton,
executive vice provost and chief
planning officer. “We are trying to
put a policy together that would be
appropriate for the city and univer
sity.”
Cal Poly is surrounded by neigh
borhoods
and
citizens
have
expressed concerns about the
impact of noise levels on campus.
“W hat people think noise is sub
jective,” Dalton said. “It’s a compli
cated phenomenon.”
D efinite rules for managing
sound do not currently exist, so it is
difficult for University Police to
deal with noise complaints, Dalton
said. There is no direct and clear
reference to follow.
“A policy would meet the needs
of the university for outdoor events
or any project that would create
excess noise,” said Dave Edwards,
Associated Students Inc. and
University Union programs direc
tor.
Anytime Cal Poly does a major
physical project, such as building
the parking structure or the sports
complex, an environmental review

SMITH
continued from page 2
back flip in front of cheering graduates.
It was the only back flip of the day,
although Smith was famous for doing
them during his career.
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‘'Sound is a complex subject to study because there are
so many different factors to take into consideration.
The weather, humidity, wind and location o f houses,
whether on a hill or in a valley, affect noise.”
Linda Dalton
executive vice provost and chief planning officer
process must be done, Dalton said. event noise projection such as deci
One factor involved in the evalua bel levels, location of the stage of
tion is studying any noise generated and direction of the amplification,
by the project. For example, auto Edwards said.
mobile noise was considered when
Edward’s role on the committee
building the parking structure.
is to represent the views of students
Cal Poly has performed many and make sure the policy was not
studies on sound impact in the past written to exclude outdoor events
few years.
such as concerts.
“Sound is a complex subject to
“The BMX Band Blowout was
study because there are so many dif our trial run for implementing the
ferent factors to take into consider management of sound policy,”
ation,” Dalton said. “T he weather, Edwards said. “It went very well
humidity, wind and location of and the impact on the community
houses, whether on a hill or in a and surrounding neighborhoods
valley, affect noise.”
was minimal.”
For example, noise projected
T he com m ittee’s goal is to
from campus reaches the houses at address community member’s con
a higher elevation near Bishop’s cerns and still create student life on
Peak better than in the city valley. campus. The policy will set stan
‘i t does not matter what the dards for events in the future.
source of the noise is,” Dalton said.
“One real advantage of establish
“W hether it is a musical concert or ing policies and guidelines is that
baseball game, noise is not depen there will then be common expec
dent on a cause, but how it carries.” tations for outdoor events,” Dalton
Several factors affect outdoor said.
“Jake, the American judge gives you
a ten, a perfect ten,” Smith joked later.
Most graduates sat transfixed before
Smith, although there were excep
tions, including journalism graduate
C j Sigler, who chatted on his cell
phone with friends during Smith’s
speech.
“I was just chilling,” Sigler said. “I

was ready to get out and go party.”
Most were left with positive feelings
though, including Smith himself. He
said afterwards that his favorite part of
coming to Cal Poly lay in the warm
reception he got from the campus on
the whole.
“They make me feel like I’m one of
them,” he said.

i
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...is in search of a sex columnist.
W e are looking for som eone to
continue satisfying C al Poly's sex needs
If you are interested please submit a
300 word sex eolumn sample to Andra
the Mustang Daily by the end of
summer quarter.
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Sm ith D e d icatio n C erem on y

Ceremony honors Poly baseball legend
By Graham Womack
MUSTANG DAILY CONTRIBUTOR

A day before the extravaiJanza of
commencement, Ozzie Sm ith cele
brated the dedication of a statue and
plaza bearing his name in a more
intimate ceremony.
An estimated 1,000 people,
including his mother Marvella
Knox, flocked Friday to the area
between Baggett Stadium and Bob
Janssen Field, to honor Sm ith for his
career both at Cal Poly and after.
T he area between the two parks
was dedicated as Ozzie Sm ith Plaza,
just after 4 pm.
A three-forths life-size statue by
noted sculptor Harry Weber was also
revealed in the course of the pro
gram, after speeches from athletic
director John M cCutcheon, emcee
Robin Baggett, former Olympic
track coach and Sm ith’s longtime
friend Steve Simmons and President
Warren Baker.
All of the speakers offered glow
ing support of Sm ith, including
Baker who complemented the for
mer Mustang for his Hall of Fame
baseball career, community involve
ment and various civic awards,
among other things.
“It is for these reasons that we are
proud to establish here today the
Ozzie Smith Plaza at our sports com 
plex as an enduring reminder of
Ozzie’s accomplishments and of the
best that Cal Poly seeks to engender
and support in its students,” Baker
said in his speech.
Simmons, who knew Sm ith dur
ing his Cal Poly career between
1973 and 1977, posed another testi
monial.
“He’s fully deserving. He’s a fine
man, he’s a fine father, and he’s a
hell of a baseball player and he’s
ours,” Simmons said.

who gave him opportunities there
helped him greatly. Both before and
during the ceremony Smith said if
there was one person alive or dead
who he could have at the ceremony,
•m m
^ ^
it would be his late coach at Cal
Poly, Berdy Flarr, who believed in
him and gave him opportunities.
Smith offered a touching tribute
to Harr’s widow jeanie, who was sit
ting in the .second row from the
stage.
“jeanie, thank you for being here
today,” Smith said, with tears in his
eyes. “1 really appreciate it, and I
want you to know he meant the
world to me too.”
Sm ith
thanked others too,
including the many former Cal Poly
teammates and opponents ol his in
attendance and the audience for fol
lowing him down his “Yellow Brick
Road,” he said.
-lit
After the ceremony Sm ith
explained why he didn’t have a pre
pared speech.
th l
&-s
“1 just kind of winged it here,” he
said. “You just speak from the heart,
really. Sometimes that’s the best
way. Tomorrow, it’s a lot more pre
pared and a lot more formal. Today
it was about people being close.”
People reacted overwhelmingly
positively to the program.
“1 think this was huge,” business
graduate Robin G ill said of the
turnout from local residents. “1 was
impressed. 1 didn’t expect them to
come out this big.”
BRIAN KENT/MUSTANG DAILY
Many sought autographs after the
Former Cal Poly M u stan g and Hall of Famer Ozzie Smith has been immortalized by the statue "Turning ceremony, and upon finishing with
interviews. Smith signed for more
Two," located in Ozzie Sm ith Plaza in the sports complex.
than a half-hour.
“He’ll stay ‘til everybody’s gone,”
T he dedication was a far cry from niHin ceremonies. Whereas Smith President Baker, Cal Poly faculty
Simmons said.
the raucous commencement, which delivered two richly crafted speech and staff, and all of his family and
Indeed, the bronze statue of
packed
Mustang
Stadium
on es at those ceremonies, he spoke friends in attendance.
Sm ith that stands 10 feet from
He then .said his experiences at where he signed autographs will stand
Saturday with a combined 20,000 unprepared and candidly Friday.
He began by thanking God, places like Cal Poly and the people eternally in Ozzie Smith Plaza.
people in the morning and after-

C al P o ly 's T ravis B e rto n i

Attitude is everything for star freshman golfer
By Jenni Mintz
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

For kinesiology freshman Travis
Bertoni, attitude is everything.
Every time Bertoni steps onto the
golf course to practice or play in a
tournament, he said he chtwses to
keep an optimistic mentality.
Friend and teammate Aaron
Dexheimer said Bertoni’s mind-set is
his key to success.
“He always keeps his thought
process positive,” Dexheimer said.
“He’s always trying to do better in
how he’s playing and keeps moving
forward. I think he hits the ball well
and he is always thinking well. He
doesn’t let things affect him, like
when he hits a bad shot.”

B u t
Bertoni
d i d n ’ t
always
have this
approach.
“I used
to
get
pissed off
really easil y . "

Bertoni

said. “I get
mad still
BERTONI
when
I
d o n ’ t
make a shot, but I’ve learned how to
let it go. I’ve gotten better at accept
ing that I can’t do well every time
and that 1 can only do so much.”

“I enjoy golf because it is just one o f those sports
(where) you can always say, ‘I could have played bet'
ter.

f ff

Travis Barton!
golfer

Bertoni has led the Cal Poly team
to its first two victories in program
history. He averaged 72.3 strokes per
round this year, including 14 rounds
of par or better. He finished first in
two tournaments and placed in the
top 20 eight times, including five
times in the top 10.
Bertoni first picked up a club as a
young child, but didn’t start playing
competitively until he was in ninth
grade. Ever since then, he has given
up playing other sptTrts to play golf.
He said he has no regrets.
“1 enjoy golf because it is just one
of those sports (where) you can
always say, ‘I could have played bet
ter,”’ Bertoni said. “It’s endless —
you can be as g(XTd as you can make
yourself. There is no limit to it. It
can be frustrating, because you could
have done this, or that. T h at’s why
you keep playing though.”
M en’s golf coach Scott Cartwright
said no freshman has ever made such
an impEict on the Cal Poly team.
"There are only a few freshmen
across the nation who (did) as well

“He always keeps his thought process positive. He's
always trying to do better in how he's playing and keeps
moving forward. I think he hits the ball well and he is
always thinking well. He doesn't let things affect him,
like when he hits a bad shot."
Aaron Dexheimer
teammate
as Travis,” Cartwright said.
In fact, Bertoni advanced to the
N CAA Regional Championships as
an individual. He finished 16th at
the West Regional on May 15 to 17
at Washington National G olf Club
in Auburn, Wash. His three-round
score of 218 put him two shots out of
advancing
to
the
N CA A
Championships in Oklahoma.
Cartwright attributed Bertoni’s
success to several factors but admit
ted he has progre.ss to make.
“He stays pretty level-headed and
hits the hall very far,” Cartwright
said. "H e’s one of the farthest hitters
in college golf. I’d have to say. He

hits the hall very solid and is able to
control the ball on the golf course
very well. The only thing he needs
to work on is chipping and putting.”
Bertoni’s dedication and time
commitment of 20 to 30 hours a
week to golf sometimes conflict with
his other responsibilities, but it is a
sacrifice that Bertoni is willing to
make.
“You miss a lot of class because of
golf,” Bertoni said. “The most frus
trating part of being involved in a
spcYtt is having to make a choice
between school and becoming a bet
ter athlete. It’s really hard to do well
in both golf and school.”

